WORD SEARCH

Good gracious, Ignatius!
There are 15 phrases hidden in this puzzle. Can you find them all?

FBPVTSGPEGRNXJYIDZAHLBC
FYLIBYFMPROSIEREVEREBYPU
LHJQXYVDCMTMCEOXNYICOWKJ
GZWGZMOYZSTYDMTIGGYPECPTC
CQGLTJYBFRIXGIFXMODKAUUVN
PBUEHIRVCREEKHDRTEGBM
PTMJMBCFAMOUYLEHMSQTSKO
DVEUYBTCLIVVOLHYCEJKUVHSO
QVIGSFLTRULJBPHREIEKOP
EQQITTHPAEICAKNCEBVMDBEJ
BBUREMISZHAUBTUEVATCIIJ
RQEARNIPYFDEDXWDRXIBHGF
ESSUIQKAPLUIZNPBKTAOPVQN
MBTCOIABCYEKVPWSDETNVDW
DWOUMQIZFRIAPPDHXWEGOXV
RKOUSAIUWBMIFLFTAEGIEAFXI
SPNSMPFSRNCGLAXAIRRSRGIZD
HABRAREUSVKGKOLQOBKTSYAMH
EGKINPFYFGHZLYUFGERMLHTVWA
RHCVSYWEBQRUERVSCRGMADAAPF
QKUEIUVUUVPEMYMGPTZQALKJS
JPUTOWPSZOYEIUDYACDVRJDJ
LMNENYWTDCRSRNJKJHRFESM
EZNRKULGHLJDCQAXXWTVWWZHHR
ZKISQIEIVSPUEXTQHNQWSNPX

WORD BANK
Mysterious Mansion • Herbert Sherbert
Raucous Riveters • Blue River Creek
Perilous Pants • Questioneers
Citizens Park • Rosie Revere • Miss Greer
Ada Twist • Sofia Valdez • Iggy Peck
Think • Read • Question

FOLLOW THE QUESTINEERS ON ALL OF THEIR ADVENTURES

READ. QUESTION. THINK. ★ Questioneers.com

By Andrea Beaty, Illustrations © David Roberts
MAZE ACTIVITY

Help Sofia Valdez navigate City Hall so she can get approval to build Citizens’ Park.

START

FINISH
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By Andrea Beaty. Illustrations © David Roberts
DRAW YOUR DREAM HOUSE

In *Iggy Peck and the Mysterious Mansion*,
the aunt of Iggy’s friend Ada Twist inherits a house!
If you were to inherit your dream house,
what would it look like? Draw it below!
MAKE ADA TWIST, ROSIE REVERE, IGGY PECK, AND SOFIA VALDEZ FINGER PUPPETS!

1. Cut along the dotted lines.
2. Roll the bottom edges of the finger puppet toward each other, creating a tube just big enough for your finger to fit inside.
3. Tape or glue the tube ends together.
4. Zowie! You’ve got finger puppets of a great scientist, architect, engineer, and activist.

Collect all the Questioneers picture books!
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